
SOS BIBLICAL COUNSELING CONFERENCE 

“FREEDOM THAT LASTS” 
MARCH 25-27, 2022 

 

SCHEDULE 
 

                        FRIDAY, MARCH 25, 2022 

SESSION 1 (2:00 p.m.)  
FREEDOM THAT LASTS 
Dr. Jim Berg 
This keynote message will help you understand the concepts of overcoming 
addiction through the power of God’s Word as it is applied to real problems 
in real ways! 

 
SESSION 2 (LADIES) (3:30 p.m.) 

LIVING WITH DIFFICULT MEN 
Mrs. Allissa Senn and Mrs. Marlowe Bulkley  
The ladies are going to team-teach a session on living with men who are addicted to work, 
activity, even ministry! This session will be for the ladies and will echo modern themes of an 
old problem that one would read of in Elisabeth Dodd’s book, Marriage to a Difficult Man. 
They plan to share stories and biblical solutions for women to survive in such marriages 
where the husband is obsessed with something in an imbalanced manner. Dr. Senn says, “I 
am not sure I want to hear this session and am glad that the men will be meeting somewhere 
else at that time.” 

 
SESSION 2 (MEN) (3:30-4:45 p.m.) 

COUNSELING MEN WHO STRUGGLE WITH SEXUAL ADDICTIONS 
Dr. Kevin Hurt 
One of the most common and hidden addictions among men is pornography and the day-to-
day battle with lust. This lecture will help us learn how to Biblically diagnose and counsel 
those struggling with these addictions. 

 
ATTENDEE FELLOWSHIP DINNER AT LOCAL RESTAURANTS (5:00-6:30 p.m.) 
PASTORS’ FELLOWSHIP DINNER (5:00-6:30 p.m.)  
SONG & ANNOUNCEMENTS (6:45-7:00 p.m.) 
 
SESSION 3 (7:00-8:00 p.m.) 

UNMASKING ADDICTION 
Dr. Jim Berg 
While the world promotes the idea that addiction is caused by a disease, genetics, or a mental 
disorder, the Bible presents a far more robust and satisfying answer. This session will 
introduce many secular authorities in the addiction field who reject the medical model and 
who propose solutions that are shadows of the solutions God presents in His Word. It will 
also explain the difference between the physical dependence of a narcotic and true addiction. 
The session will conclude with a Biblical definition of addiction.  



 
 
 
SESSION 4 (8:00-9:00 p.m.)   

COUNSELING THOSE WHO STRUGGLE WITH SEXUAL ADDICTIONS 
Dr. Kevin Hurt  
One of the most troubling problems, even among Christian marriages, is sexual addiction. 
Whether it is a full-blown addiction to porn, the struggle with SSA (same sex attraction), or 
the day-to-day battle with lust, this lecture will help you learn how to effectively counsel and 
provide practical tools for those struggling with this life-dominating sin. 

 
 
 

               SATURDAY MARCH 26, 2022 

DONUTS AND COFFEE (8:30 a.m.) 
SONG & ANNOUNCEMENTS (8:50 a.m.) 
 
SESSION 5 (9:00 a.m.)  

HELPING OTHERS TO GROW OUT OF ADDICTION 
Dr. Jim Berg 
Those struggling with life-dominating sins try to handle the trials of life by 
“leaning to their own understanding.” If the church is to help those who battle addiction, 
God’s people must be alert to common struggles of addiction sufferers and must have a 
growing understanding of how to help others going through trials. They must also understand 
the enslaving dynamics of James 1:14-15 and how to help a struggler sort through the 
components of his own life that are addressed in this passage. 

 
SESSION 6 (10:00 a.m.)  

7 PRACTICAL GUIDELINES TO USE WHEN COUNSELING ADDICTS 
Dr. Kevin Hurt 
During this session we will be reminded, from a Biblical model, what “addictions” are and 
the solutions which are found in God's super-sufficient Word. But how do we practically take 
those truths and counsel those in addictions? In this session we will see how to take the 
robust theology of Scripture and put it to practical use. 

 
REFRESHMENT BREAK, FELLOWSHIP (11:00-11:15 a.m.) 
 
SESSION 7 (11:15 a.m.) 

MULTIPLICITY OF ADDICTIONS 
Dr. Ed Bulkley 
Ed is planning to address the growing MULTIPLICITY OF ADDICTIONS devastating our 
world, to illustrate our sinful nature and how we allow sin to dominate and defeat us. (Think 
video games, cell phones, gambling, prescription drugs, caffeine, shopping, plastic surgery, 
tanning, exercise, sports, social media, success, work, etc.) 

 
 
 
 
 
  



 
SESSION 8 (12:15 p.m.)  

ADDICTION TO ALCOHOL 
Dr. William J. Senn, III 
Dr. Senn writes: “In contrast to Ed’s message on the multiplicity of addictions, I am going to 
speak on one particular life-dominating sin - drunkenness. I am going to present what the 
Bible says about alcohol. I will stress my concern for conservative Christians and their 
dangerous embrace of social drinking and the horrific fruit we can anticipate for their lack 
discernment.  I am going to share my family’s history of drunkenness and how the Lord 
delivered me personally. I will share how the Lord worked change in my heart and life 
through the power of the Holy Spirit and the Scriptures.”  

 
 
 

                  SUNDAY, MARCH 27, 2022 
 
SESSION 9 Combined Adult Bible Fellowship (9:00 a.m.) 

PANEL DISCUSSION 
Dr. William J. Senn, III will moderate. 
The panel will consist of Dr. Ed Bulkley, Dr. Kevin Hurt and Dr. Jim Berg 

 
SESSION 10 Sunday Morning Worship Service (10:30 a.m.) 

LEARNING TO COUNSEL WITH CONFIDENCE 
Dr. Kevin Hurt 
Dr. Hurt writes: “Do you remember the first time you tried to ride a bike? If your memory is 
like mine, it was a pretty wobbly experience, and when the bike started going, I wasn't sure I 
would ever learn to ride a bike. But fortunately, the encouragement and help that my dad 
gave me assured me I could learn to ride a bike. And with time, and practice, I did learn to 
ride. Counseling is a lot like that. You may fully believe that God's Word is sufficient, and 
that you would really like to know how to counsel others, but it seems like a task beyond 
your ability. Learn how to confidently share Biblical healing of the soul.” 

 
SESSION 11 Evening Worship Service (6:00 p.m.) 

HELPING OTHERS FACE TRIALS THROUGH THE LENS OF JAMES 1 
Dr. Jim Berg 
James wrote his epistle to his struggling congregation who were facing verbal and social 
persecution because they were believers. He realizes that every trial provokes temptation and 
that every temptation is itself a trial. His pastoral advice to his people is crucial for all of us 
as we face the trials of living in a fallen, broken world, with our own fallen, sinful natures 
amid other fallen people with sinful natures, who make choices that affect us. 

 
 

[Conference Schedule is subject to change.] 
 

SOS COUNSELING CENTER IS A MINISTRY OF TRI-CITY BAPTIST CHURCH  
(SOS = SUFFICIENCY OF SCRIPTURE) 

 
 
 
 

 


